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1. Document Protection

Now, all binding can enhance the appearance of documents and protect them from damages. Choosi
2. What Kind Of Document To Bind?

Different kinds of documents require different styles and not all kinds of binding machines ca
3. How Thick?

Each type of binding machine has a limit on the thickness of the document it can bind. Some bi
4. How Will The Machine Be Used?

If the binding machine would be used at home or in a home office, and not regularly at that, t
5. Binding Machine Options

After you´ve answered all the questions and have eventually determined what kind of binding ma
-

Coil Spiral Binding Machine
Plastic Comb Binding Machine
Wire Binding Machine
Thermal Tape Binding Machine

6. Coil Spiral Binding Machines

Coil or spiral binding is probably the most recognizable type of binding technology. It is the

- Offers a unique and contemporary finish to documents
- Can bind documents of up to approximately 1 inch in thickness
- Ideal for low volumes of binding and generally used by organizations like schools and church
7. Plastic Comb Binding Machines

Plastic comb binding machines are among the most popular binding machines today. These binders
-

Offers the best known, traditional finish
Has the capacity of binding documents of up to 2 inches in thickness
Easy to use, easy to assemble, durable, economical and reusable
Ideal for home use as well as in most schools and businesses

8. Wire Loop Binding Machines

Wire loop binds appear like a combination of coil bound and plastic comb bound documents. This
- Offers a clean and stylish premium metal finish
- Bind documents of up to 1 inch in thickness
- Ideal for binding presentations, manuals and sales materials
9. Thermal/Tape Binding Machines

Unlike all of the other types of binding machines, tape or thermal binding machines don´t punc

- Provides a hole-free, book-style finish
- Can accommodate documents of up to 5 to 500 sheets of paper (or approximately 2.25 inches in
- Ideal for high volume binding jobs or for binding hundreds of document sets per hour
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